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Very recently, phononic (thermal) devices have been brought forward the-
oretically, in which the phonon is used as information carrier. It drives us to
search materials t for thermal devices, such as thermal diodes and thermal
transistors. On the rst part of this thesis, it is proposed that low dimensional
graded materials are good candidates for thermal rectier. The heat ux in
the one dimensional harmonic/anharmonic chain with a mass gradient and
the carbon nanocone were studied by using classical non-equilibrium molecu-
lar dynamics simulation. It was found that the heat owed with asymmetric
in anharmonic lattices with a mass gradient. Moreover, in a certain tempera-
ture region, negative dierential thermal resistance was observed. It was also
demonstrated that the structural asymmetry in carbon nanocone beneted the
rectication ratio remarkably. It was found that there was a larger heat ux in
the direction of decreasing diameter and the rectication in carbon nanocone
was size independent. Possible applications in constructing thermal rectiers
and thermal transistors by using the graded material were discussed.
The silicon nanowire (SiNW) has been shown to be an ecient thermo-
electric material. The thermal conductivity of SiNW is crucial in thermo-
electric applications. On the second part of this thesis, using classical non-
equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation, it was studied that the reduc-
tion of the thermal conductivity of SiNWs with two isotope-doping methods:
doping nanowires with isotope impurities randomly and isotopic-superlattice
nanowires. It was shown that these two methods led to a large scale de-
crease of thermal conductivity of SiNWs. The thermal conductivity of isotopic-
superlattice structured SiNWs depended clearly on the period length of super-
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lattice. The mass eect on thermal conductivity was obvious. The heavier iso-
tope atoms (42Si) could decrease the conductivity much more than the lighter
ones (29Si). The remarkable isotopic eect observed in this work provides an
ecient approach to decrease thermal conductivity of SiNW, which could be
of great benet to improve the thermoelectric performance. These improve-
ments have raised the exciting prospect that SiNWs can be applied as novel
nano-scale thermoelectric materials. It was also studied that the size eect
on the thermal conductivity of nanowire structures. It was demonstrated that
the thermal conductivity of SiNWs diverged with the longitudinal length, even
when the sample length was much longer than the phonon mean free path at
the room temperature, which meant Fourier's empirical law was broken. The
eect of xed boundary on heat transport in SiNW was researched. It was re-
ported that there was obvious dierence between the heat ux of atoms close
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years, the advances in synthesis processing and microanalysis have
made it possible to manufacture materials with the length scale of several
nanometers. The nano-materials are generally dened as the materials whose
scales are close to 1 to 100 nanometers, such as two-dimensional (2D) super-
lattices, one-dimensional (1D) nanowires and nanotubes, and zero-dimensional
(0D) quantum dots. The nano-materials have attracted considerable attention
in the past years because of their theoretical signicance and potential wide
industrial applications in nano-scale electronic, optoelectronic, photonic, and
energy conversion devices. For example, in terms of worldwide sales, the most
important devices are the integrated chips used in computer circuits and mem-
ories. Device engineers are astonishingly clever at maintaining Moore's Law,
which states that the size of individual device components gets smaller as one
half approximately every two years. It is predicted that the silicon-on-insulator
transistors will reach a gate length of 18 nm by the year 2010 [1]. The reason
we are interested in the nano-materials is that the size really matters when
it reaches the nanometer region and the surface/interface eect cannot be ne-
glected anymore, which makes the properties of nano-materials much more
1
2dierent from their bulk counterparts.
In view of the current and envisioned applications of nano-materials, ther-
mal management is a serious issue. Understanding and predicting thermal
transport at nano-scales is essential to further the advance of the nano-industry.
Here we focus on the thermal transport in semiconductor nano-systems, where
the heat is mainly transferred by phonons, the quantized lattice vibrations,
and the contributions from electrons can be neglected.
Phonons have a wide variation in frequency, and an even larger variation
in their mean-free-paths (MFPs). In the bulk, the heat is often carried by
phonons of large wave vector, and their MFPs are at the order 100 nm at
room temperature, for example, a detailed study by Ju and Goodson shows
MFPs of phonons that carry heat in silicon at room temperature are around
300 nm [2]. So in the nano-materials of current interest, the scale of the
structure is the same scale as MFPs of phonons, and sometimes comparable
to the phonon wavelength ( 1 nm) [3]. The phonon scattering at boundary
or interface can limit MFPs and decrease the thermal conductivity. At this
scale, the phonon group velocity and density of states may also be modied.
The low thermal conductivity in 2D and 1D nano-materials are reported [2,4].
This is good for some applications of nano-materials, where one wants the
thermal conductivity to be as small as possible, such as thermal barriers or
thermoelectric materials used for solid-state refrigeration.
The understanding of heat transport in nanoscale is denitely necessary.
So far, no analytical theories have adequately treated the wave nature of
phonons at the length scale of nanometers. In the following search, the ther-
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mal transport in bulk and nano-structures are introduced rstly. Secondly, the
application of nano-material in thermoelectrics is shown. At the end of this
chapter, molecular dynamics simulation methods and research objectives are
presented.
1.1 Thermal Transport in Low-Dimensional Sys-
tems
1.1.1 Thermal Transport in 1D Chains
Fourier's law, also known as the law of heat conduction, states that the time
rate of heat owing through a homogenous material is proportional to the area
of the section at the right angle, to the direction of heat ow, A, and to the
temperature gradient along the path of heat ow, rT , as
dQ=dt =  ArT; (1.1)
where  is thermal conductivity. Fourier's law means a normal conduction in
system, where thermal conductivity is independent of system size.
Fourier's law is broken in the harmonic system, which is well studied.
Rieder et al. showed the analytic solution to the heat conductivity in harmonic
lattice [5]. They proved that the thermal conductivity is linearly proportional
to the length of lattice as:
 / L: (1.2)
It is also known as ballistic heat conductivity. Another property of harmonic
system is that the temperature prole can not be built along harmonic chain,
which means there is no energy diusion and mode coupling.
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In the last few decades, there are many studies on the heat conduction in
1D lattices. It was found that there was an abnormal conduction in a chain
with nonlinear potential and the Fourier's law was violated [5{14, 16{18]. It
was found that thermal conductivity of FPU-like chains diverged with the
system size L, as  / L. The results reported  varied from 0:33 to 0:44 [8,
11{14,16,17]. There was much debating on searching for a universal exponent
value of . In 2002, Narayan and Ramaswamy asserted  should be 1=3 in 1D
momentum-conserving systems by a renormalization group approach of the
hydrodynamic equation of heat transport in a liquid [13]. In the following
year, using mode-coupling theory, Levi, Livi and Politi derived the universal
exponent  = 2=5 [12, 14]. Wang and Li found that  equaled 2=5 at low
temperature and weak coupling in 1D lattice and  was 1=3 when there was
coupling between longitudinal and transverse modes [16].
The sucient condition for keeping Fourier's law in low dimensional system
is still an open question. Generally, studies have been focusing on disorders,
chaos and the breaking of momentum conservation.
Zhao et al. reported that the boundary condition was dominant in the
divergence of thermal conductivity in chains with random masses or coupling
constants and momentum conservation was a key factor of the anomalous heat
conduction. The thermal conductivity diverged as  / L1=2 with free boundary
condition, and converged as  / L 1=2 with xed boundary condition [6].
In 1984, within the ding-a-ling model, Casati et al. found there was nor-
mal heat conductivity when system was in chaotic regime and anomalous con-
ductivity in regular regime [7]. However, Lepri et al. found the anomalous
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thermal conductivity in Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU) - chain, which had posi-
tive Lyapunov exponent and was chaotic [8]. Later, Li et al. showed that chaos
was not even a necessary condition for normal thermal conductivity by nding
nite thermal conductivity in 1D models with zero Lyapunov exponents [19].
The breaking of momentum conservation was proposed as the candidate
for the cause of normal thermal conductivity. It was shown that the heat
conductivity obeyed the Fourier law in the Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) lattice [20]
and 4 lattice [21] where the momenta were not conserved because of the on-
site potential. However, the breaking of momentum conservation was not the
necessary condition of normal thermal conductivity, because it was found that
the heat conductivity was size independent in a system without the breaking
of momentum conservation, the 1D coupled rotor model [22,23]. On the other
hand, it was proposed that the momentum conservation was the sucient
condition for divergent thermal conductivity [9].
1.1.2 Thermal Transport in Quasi-1D Nano-Structures
Recently, many researches focus on the thermal transport in quasi-1D materi-
als, like silicon nanowires and carbon nanotubes. The new thermal properties
in nano-materials are still not clearly understood.
In 2000, Berber et al. predicted the super high thermal conductivity of an
isolated (10, 10) single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT), 6600 W/mK at room
temperature, by using classical molecular dynamics (MD) methods [34]. This
is a signicant result, which motivated huge interest on researching thermal
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property of CNT for its potential applications. Later, Kim et al. showed ex-
perimentally the high conductivity of multi-wall carbon nanotubes(MWCNs),
more than 3000 W/mK at room temperature [36]. The ultra-high conduc-
tivity would come from the pure honeycomb structure of carbon nanotubes
and large mean free path of phonons in nanotubes. However, recent reports
showed that the value of thermal conductivity were much lower. Experimen-
tally, Yang et al. measured thermal conductivities of MWCNs, where the
length of MWNTs ranged from 10 to 50 m and the diameter was from 40 to
100 nm [35]. The value of thermal conductivities were around 200 W/mK. In
2003, it was shown that thermal conductivities (10,10) increased from 270 to
390 W/mK when lengths varied from 10 to 200 nm for 300 K by Maruyama
using MD simulation [39]. In 2004, Padgett and Brenner reported that ther-
mal conductivities of isolated (10,10) pristine CNTs at room temperature was
around 350 W/mK also by classical MD simulation, where the value of con-
ductivity was independent of length after the length exceeding 0:15 m [37].
In the same year, Moreland, Freund, and Chen obtained thermal conductiv-
ities of SWCNT (10,10) varied from 215 W/mK (for a 50 nm periodic box
length) to 831 W/mK (for a 1 m box) at room temperature by classical MD
simulation [38].
Lately, there were some studies discussing the size dependence character
in nanotubes, which is an important character of thermal transport in low
dimensional system. That is, the Fourier's Law would be broken down in
nanotubes. In 2002, Maruyama asserted that the conductivity of SWCNT
(5,5) diverged with the length as  / L0:32 and the conductivity of SWCNT
(10,10) was not dependent on the length by MD simulations [40]. However, one
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year later, Maruyama reported that all thermal conductivities of SWCNT (5,5)
(8,8) and(10,10) diverged as L, where  were 0:27, 0:15 and 0:11 respectively
[39]. In 2005, Zhang and Li showed the conductivity of both SWCNT (5,5)
and (10,10) diverge with the length as  / L, where  depended on the
temperature, by MD simulations too [41]. Experimentally, Chang et al. found
that the conductivity of multi-wall carbon nanotubes diverged with the length,
and  was from 0:6 to 0:9 at room temperature [42]. Dierent conclusions come
from dierent groups, so the dependence of thermal conductivity on length of
nanotube is still an open question.
There are also some studies on thermal properties of the silicon nanowires
(SiNWs), another important member in nano-structure family. In the contrast
to the high thermal conductivity of CNTs, Volz and Chen predicted the ultra-
low thermal conductivity of SiNWs, which was about two orders of magnitude
smaller than the thermal conductivity of bulk Si crystals by MD simulations
[43]. They solved the Boltzmann transport equation to explain the possibility
of diuse boundary scattering causing the thermal conductivity drop, which
was observed in the MD simulation. A few years later, Li et al. showed
experimentally the ultra-low thermal conductivity of single SiNW [4]. The
ultra-low thermal conductivity of SiNW could be mainly caused by two factors.
First, the connement of size lessens the number of phonon modes in the
system. Second, the boundary dispersion of phonons decreases the mean free
path of phonons. These ndings make a signicant progress on applications
of SiNWs. For example, SiNWs can be used in thermoelectric system which
needs ultra-low thermal conductivity materials.
There are some studies which paid attention to the dependence of conduc-
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tivity on the size of SiNW. In 2006, Liang and Li studied the radius dependence
of thermal conductivity in nano-scale semiconducting systems [138]. They de-
rived an analytical formula of thermal conductivity of nano-structures, which










whereD was the size of nano-structure, such as the diameter of nanowire or the
thickness of thin lm, D was the thermal conductivity of this nano-structure
with size D, bulk the thermal conductivity of bulk, p a parameter of roughness,
l0 the phonon mean free path,   2sur=2in a material constant corresponding
to the mean square deviation of surface atoms of a crystal and that of atoms
within the crystal, L0 a critical size at which almost all atoms of a crystal are
located on its surface. The data predicted by the analytical formula were in
good agreement with experimental data for Si and GaAs nanowires and thin
lms.
1.1.3 1D Thermal Management Device Models
The information technology, based on the transistor and other electronic de-
vices, changed many aspects of our lives. In nature, besides electrons and
photons, phonons can also transport energy. However, phononic devices are
still not available, because it is much harder to control the ow of phonons in
a solid than it is to control the ow of electrons. In recent years more atten-
tion has been directed toward the phonon management on energy transport in
dynamical systems and the emerging eld is described as phononics. Ther-
mal diodes, thermal transistors and thermal logic gates, which are the basic
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components of functional thermal devices, have recently been proposed in the-
oretical model by researchers. Previously, the heat is regarded as useless or
harmful in electronic circuits. The emerging of phononics raises the possibility
that heat could be used to process information. In addition to electrons and
photons, phonons would therefore transfer information.
In 2002, a prototypes of solid state thermal diode was proposed by Ter-
raneo, Peyrard, and Casati using 1D chain with Morse on-site potential [24].
Only the plane wave whose frequency is included in the phonon band can
transfer to the system. The thermal rectication eect could be explained
from the matching/mismathcing of phonon bands.
Later, Li, Wang, and Casati realized a very signicant rectifying eect
by two-segment Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) model and demonstrated that this
thermal diode model could work in a wide range of system parameters [25].
They showed that the position of phonon band moved with the change of
temperature, which is due to the nonlinearity of the potential. And it was the
temperature dependence of the phonon band that made the rectifying eect
possible. Therefore, the rectifying eect should be observed in any nonlinear
lattice. Based on experiences on the previous successful model, Li, Lan and
Wang proposed a new thermal diode model which connected one segment
with FK on-site potential to another segment without on-site potential, in
2005 [26]. They found that the ratio of the thermal resistance in one direction
to the thermal resistance in the opposite direction could be achieved close to
one thousand.
In 2005, Segal and Nitzan reported the asymmetric heat conduction in
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a simple anharmonic system, a spin-boson nanojunction model, where the
couplings to the heat reservoirs were dierent [27]. Hu, Yang, and Zhang
showed a reversal of the rectication eect in the two-segment FK model in
2006 [30].
However, the segments with on-site potential could be dicult to achieve
experimentally, and the on-site potential would introduce a new channel for
thermal energy transport which would reduce the eciency of the rectier.
Besides thermal diode, there are also some reports on other thermal de-
vices. In 2006, Li, Wang and Casati found the negative dierential ther-
mal resistance in nonlinear lattices, which provided the possibility of building
the thermal transistor by a three-segment FK device [29]. In the following
year, Wang and Li realized a thermal logic gate model based on nonlinear lat-
tices [31]. Computations could be operated not only with electrons but also
with phonons. In 2008, Wang and Li brought forward the model of heat mem-
ory. The heat memory could be durable and could be read without destroying
the information. Rather than electric charges, the heat memory was based on
quantum packets of heat [32].
1.2 Potential of Using Silicon Nanowires in
Thermoelectrics
1.2.1 Thermoelectric Eects
Traditionally, thermoelectric eect or thermoelectricity encompasses three sep-
arately identied eects, the Seebeck eect, the Peltier eect, and the Thomson
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eect.
Back in 1823, Thomas Seebeck rst observed that a temperature gradient
across a sample created a voltage drop between the hot and cold ends, which
was the so-called thermoelectric eects. A Seebeck coecient S is named after
him as:
Sab = dT=dV; (1.4)
where Sab is the relative Seebeck coecient between materials a and b, V is
the voltage drop and T is temperature. Seebeck coecient describes the ther-
moelectric voltage change rate with respect to temperature. Thermoelectric
eects provide the principle for thermocouples used to measure temperature
dierence and for thermoelectric power generators. A complementary eect
was observed by Peltier in 1835. He observed temperature changes at the junc-
tions between two dissimilar conductors through which a current was passed.
This eect is now called Peltier eect.The Peltier coecient between materials
a and b, is dened as
ab = Q=I; (1.5)
where Q is the heat ow rate at the junctions and I is the current. In 1851,
the Thomson eect was predicted and subsequently experimentally observed
by William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), which established a relationship between
the Seebeck and Peltier coecients as:
ab = SabT: (1.6)
The Thomson eect describes the heating or cooling of a single homogeneous
conductor when a current is passed through the material in the presence of a
xed temperature gradient.
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The eciency of thermoelectric materials depends on material properties





where S, T , , and  are the Seebeck coecient, absolute temperature, elec-
tronic conductivity and total thermal conductivity, respectively.
In the 1950's, Abram Ioe found that the ZT of heavily doped semicon-
ductors was bigger that other materials, which arouse a frenzy of research in
looking for semiconducting material t for thermoelectric element. So, the
initial interest in semiconductors and semiconductor physics was driven by
thermoelectric refrigeration, instead of microelectronics. Till now, the best
thermoelectric materials were found to be Bi2Te3=Sb2Te3 alloys, whose value
of ZT is around unity [47]. Thermoelectric coolers with a ZT = 1 operate at
only about 10% of Carnot eciency. Being comparable to vapor compression
refrigerators, coolers could operate at 30% of Carnot eciency, where ZT needs
to be improved to four [48]. In spite of the low eciency, the thermoelectric
refrigerator is silent, reliable, lightweight, and environment friendly. What's
more attractive is that thermoelectrics can generate electric power from waste
heat.
1.2.2 Low Dimensional Thermoelectric Materials
In the early 1990s, the interests of U.S. Department of Defense in the potential
application of thermoelectrics stimulated the research in thermoelectric mate-
rials. It was found that low dimensional materials were suitable candidates for
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the next generation thermoelectric material. There could be big ZT value for
low dimensional materials, not only because the power factor S2 would be
increased by quantum-connement, but also because the thermal conductivity
of low dimensional materials would be much lower than that of bulk.
The performance of thermoelectric materials can be increased by increas-
ing S or , or decreasing . Unfortunately, in conventional 3D materials,
it is dicult to control these variable independently to increase ZT . First,
simple increase S for general materials will lead to a simultaneous decrease
in  [59]. Also, an increase in  leads to a comparable increase in the elec-
tronic contribution to  [51, 59]. When the system size decrease to nano-sale,
the density of electronic states is changed dramatically, which could provide
a chance to control S,  or  independently [49]. An alternative strategy to
increase ZT is to reduce the thermal conductivity without aecting electronic
property [60]. Moreover, ultra-low thermal conductivity is also required to
prevent the back-ow of heat from hot end to cool end. Therefore, reduction
of thermal conductivity is crucial in thermoelectric application.
Recently, Chen et al. reported that the value of ZT reached 1:4 at 100 oC
and 1:2 at room temperature in a p-type nanocrystalline bismuth antimony
telluride (BiSbTe) bulk alloy [50]. It showed that the improvement of ZT was
caused by low thermal conductivity which was decreased from the phonon scat-
tering by grain boundaries and defects. Compared with the study of electronic
and mechanical properties, much less has done for thermal property of nano
materials [4, 33, 41, 43, 61{63, 115]. The thermal properties of nano materials
are much dierent from that of bulk materials. Due to the high surface to vol-
ume ratio, the boundary scatterings and the size connements aect thermal
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conductivity signicantly. In 1999, Volz and Chen asserted that the thermal
conductivity of SiNWs was about two orders of magnitude smaller than that
of bulk crystals in theory [43], which was measured by Li et al. a few years
later [4]. Like some other low dimensional semiconductor materials, the silicon
nanowires might be used as thermoelectric materials [51{58]. Recently, Ma-
jumdar and Yang et al. reported rough Si nanowires (20 nm in diameter) had
the same Seebeck coecient and electrical resistivity values as doped bulk Si,
but exhibited 100-fold reduction in thermal conductivity, yielding ZT = 0:6
at room temperature [57].
The low thermal conductivity of SiNWs is of particular interest for ther-
moelectric application. The thermal conductivity of SiNWs is lower than that
of the bulk silicon, whereas it is still larger than the reported ultra-low thermal
conductivity (0:05 W/mK) found in layered materials [64]. So, it is indispens-
able to reduce the thermal conductivity of SiNW further in order to achieve
high thermoelectric performance. Isotope doping is an ecient way to reduce
the thermal conductivity. The isotope eects on thermal conductivity of car-
bon nanotubes was investigated by MD simulations [41] and it was found that
the thermal conductivity of carbon nanotubes could be reduced more than
50% with isotope impurity. This large reduction by isotopic doping eect was
conrmed experimentally [33].
In summary, there is still no systematic and self-contained theory results
on exploring the thermal transport in nano-materials. The limitations come
from experimental restriction on manufacturing and measuring and the lack
of theoretical prediction in thermal transport in nanostructures. The MD
simulation could be an ecient method to study the thermal transport in
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nano-materials.
1.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulation
Besides experiments and theories, computer experiments play a very important
role today. The classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a method
to investigate the heat conductivities of nano-scale materials. The MD is a
computer simulation technique where all the particle trajectories for a given
system are calculated by integrating their equation of motion, which allows the
derivation of the thermodynamic and transport properties of the system [65].
In MD, the motion follows the notably Newton's law:
Fi = miai; (1.8)
where ai is the acceleration, mi is the atom mass, and Fi is the force acting on
it. The force Fi is derived as the gradients of potential with respect to atomic
displacements:
Fi =  rriV (r1; rN): (1.9)
The molecular dynamics simulation is a statistical mechanics method. So
the physical quantity can be measured by calculating the arithmetic average
of the various instantaneous values during the MD run. In the limit of very
long simulation time, it can be looked as the phase space to by fully sampled,
and the averaging process would yield the thermodynamic properties. So, MD
simulation can be used to calculate thermodynamic properties.
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1.3.1 Methods
Force Fields
To build a model for MD simulation, it needs to choose the potential
function, which describes the potential energy of the system.
An important model is the well-known Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU) poten-
tials [66]:
V (ri+1   ri) = k
2
(ri+1   ri)2 + 
3
(ri+1   ri)3 + 
4
(ri+1   ri)4: (1.10)
This form can be understood as an expansion of potential function close to its
equilibrium position. There are two important particular cases: when  = 0,
where the quadratic and cubic term are left, it is referred to as the FPU-
model; when  = 0, it is named as the FPU- model. To avoid the instability
of trajectories of the FPU- model, small  and energies must be used.
In studying the thermal property of silicon nanowires and silicon bulk ma-
terial, the Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential [69]has been used widely [43,67,68]
for its best t for experimental results on the thermal expansion coecients.
The SW potential function includes both two-body ,v2, and three-body poten-
tial terms ,v3:
v2(rij) =   f2(rij=); (1.11)
v3(ri; rj; rk) =   f3(ri=; rj=; rk=); (1.12)
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where  is chosen to give f2 depth  1, and  is chosen to make r0= = 21=6.
The two-body potential expression contains a short-distance repulsive term
and a long-distance attractive term, and the form is:
f2(r) =
8>><>>:
A(Br p   1)exp[(r   a) 1]; r < a;
0; r  a;
(1.13)
where A,B,and a are positive parameters.
Since the silicon crystal structure is diamond like, a three-body potential
is introduced to stabilize the correct angular conguration:
f3(ri; rj; rk) = h(rij; rik; jik) + h(rji; rjk; ijk) + h(rki; rkj; ikj);(1.14)
h(rij; rik; jik) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
 exp[(rij   a) 1 + (rik   a) 1]
(cos ijk + 1=3)
2; rij < a and rik < a
0; otherwise;
(1.15)
where jik is the angle between rij and rij.
The parameters is the following:
 = 50 kcal=mol = 3:4723 10 12 erg=at:pair;
 = 0:20951 nm;
A = 7:049556277; B = 0:6022245584;
p = 4; a = 1:80;
 = 21:0;  = 1:20:
The SW potential has been used widely to study the thermal property of
SiNWs and silicon bulk material for its best t for experimental results on the
thermal expansion coecients.
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Numerical Time Integration Algorithm
The time integration algorithm is the numerical method to integrate the
equation of motion of the interacting particles and follow their trajectory. The
time integration algorithm is based on nite dierence methods, where time
is discretized on a nite small time step,t. If the positions ,velocities and
accelerations at time t are known, these quantities at later times can be derived
by the integration algorithm.
Being simple to implement, accurate and stable , one of the most widely
used time integration algorithms in nano-scale MD simulation is probably the
Verlet algorithm [70]:
r(t+t) = 2r(t)  r(t t) + a(t)t2 +O(t4); (1.16)
a(t) =  (1=m)rV (r(t)); (1.17)
where the acceleration is the force divided by the mass. As shown in the above
equation, the truncation error of the Verlet algorithm is of the order of 4t4.
A better implementation of the same basic algorithm is velocity Verlet
algorithm, which can save the memory space for storing simultaneously posi-
tions, velocities and accelerations comparing with the Verlet algorithm. The
quantities at time t + t are obtained from these quantities at time t as the
following:
r(t+t) = r(t) + v(t)t+ (1=2)a(t)t2; (1.18)
v(t+t=2) = v(t) + (1=2)a(t)t; (1.19)
a(t+t) =  (1=m)rV (r(t+t)); (1.20)
v(t+t) = v(t+t=2) + (1=2)a(t+t)t: (1.21)
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1.3.2 Thermodynamic Properties
Temperature
The denition of temperature in terms of dynamical variables is the pri-
mary problem when studying the thermodynamic properties by molecular dy-
namics simulation. From equilibrium statistical physics, one choice of deni-
tion of the system temperature is in terms of the ensemble average and time
















However, this equation is valid only at very high temperature (T  TD,
TD is the Debye temperature). In the case the room temperature of the silicon
system is lower than the Debye temperature (TD = 645 K for Si), it needs to
apply a quantum correction to the MD temperature, TMD. Here the average
system energy is twice the average kinetic energy based on the equipartition
theorem. Then there is an equality of the system energies written in the




D(!)n(!; T )h!d!; (1.24)
n(!; T ) = 1=[exp(h!=kBT )  1] + 1=2; (1.25)
where D(!) is the phonon density of states, n(!; T ) is the phonon average
occupation number given by the Bose-Einstein distribution, the 1=2 term rep-
resents the eect of zero point energy, and ! is the phonon frequency, and !D
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is the Debye frequency. The real temperature T can be deduced from the MD
temperature TMD by this relation [67,68].
Heat Baths
The numerical investigations of statistical mechanical systems need a suit-
able modeling of the realization of thermal reservoirs. Generally, two kinds of
methods are used, which are stochastic baths and deterministic baths.
The Langevin method is one widely accepted stochastic baths [72]. In the
simple case of one dimension chain, the equations of motion of these particles
in baths are described by the following set of Langevin equations:
Mixi = F (xi xi 1) F (xi+1 xi)+
8>><>>:
L   L _xi; i 2 left bath
R   R _xi; i 2 right bath
(1.26)
where L=R are independentWiener processes with zero mean, variance 2L=RkBTL=R
and force F =  @V=@x. The Langevin method puts simultaneously random
forces and dissipation according to the general prescription of the uctuation-
dissipation theorem. The atoms in reservoirs will not be aected by the system
dynamics.
The deterministic heat baths have been introduced to overcome the dif-
culties of dealing with stochastic processes. The most well accepted one
within molecular dynamics community should be the Nose-Hoover bath [71].
The equation of motions of the heat bath particles are governed by:
Mixi = F (xi   xi 1)  F (xi+1   xi) 
8>><>>:
L _xi; i 2 left bath
R _xi; i 2 right bath
(1.27)
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Mi  _x2i   1
1A ; (1.28)
where L=R are the thermostat response times,and the optimal value are chosen
as the order of 1.
Flux and Thermal Conductivity
Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics The non-equilibrium MD method
of computing the thermal conductivity is analogous to the experimental mea-
surement. Fig.1.1 shows that a schematic representation of a 1D chain with
nearest-neighbor interactions, which is used to compute ux and thermal con-
ductivity.
When the chain achieves a steady state, the temperature of particles in left
heat bath and the temperature in right heat bath are dierent, which equals
TL or TR. Thus, there is temperature gradient for anharmonic system. Besides
the interaction forces with the neighbor atoms, the atoms in heat baths are
also driven by the stochastic or deterministic forces. So, heat " is added
in the heat source part and removed form the heat sink side part by scaling
velocities of atoms at each MD time step.
One method to calculate the ux is from the heat bath atoms. The heat
current transferring from source to sink can be calculated by
J = "=t: (1.29)
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Figure 1.1: Schematic 1D chain of N particles with nearest-neighbor interac-
tions and xed boundary. There are two particles put into the left(right) heat
bath.








where h(x; t) is the energy density and the heat ux is nothing but the energy
current. In the limit of small oscillations around the equilibrium position,





ah( _xi+1 + _xi); F (xi+1   xi)i: (1.31)
where a is the lattice constant. After the system reaches a stationary state, Ji
is independent of site position i, so the ux can be obtained as J =
P
i Ji=N .
For the atoms moving in three dimensions, whose forces include both two-
body and three-body terms, like atoms in silicon nanowires, the form of total






rij(Fij  vi) +
X
ijk
rij(Fj(ijk)  vj); (1.32)
where Fij is the two-body forces, and Fj(ijk) is the three-body forces.
The ux should be recorded after the system reaches a stable state. That
is, a stationary temperature prole and a heat current should be obtained after
a simulation time long enough.
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From Fourier's law, the thermal conductivity is calculated from the heat
ux, the temperature gradient and the section area,A:
 =  J=(A  rT ): (1.33)
The shortage of non-equilibrium MD method is that the large temperature
gradients are used in model, which is larger than 0:1 K/nm and go far beyond
the experimental range. Thus, signicant nonlinear response eects will be
excited in the system.
Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics Another important tool to study the heat
transport is the linear response theory. There is no external driving force, so
the system vibrates in equilibrium. From the uctuation-dissipation theorem,









where  is a tensor, J is the total heat ux, V the system volume, kB the
Boltzmann constant, the temperature T , and the angular bracket is the en-
semble average or average overtime in MD simulation. The equation (1.34)
is only the correct expression in the micro-canonical ensemble, because of the
expression of heat ux depend on the chosen ensemble.
Comparing with the non-equilibrium method, one strong point of Green-
Kubo method is that the thermal conductivity tensor can be computed with
only one simulation. For one simulation of non-equilibrium method, only the
thermal conductivity along the direction of temperature gradient is obtained.
However, to get a reliable result, the Green-Kubo method needs longer simu-
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lation time, which is required for current autocorrelation to decay to zero and
the statistical averaging.
Power Spectrum
The power spectrum (P ()) or energy spectrum of particle can tell how
big the density of energy is at the frequency . The kinetic energy contained
in a particle,mv2=2, summed from 0 to T in time equals to the energy of its
Fourier Transform, mV 2=2, summed across all of its frequency components ,




















where E is total energy, Ek is kinetic energy and c is the highest frequency





The Wiener-Khintchine theorem provide another way to calculate the
power spectrum. It shows the power spectral density of a wide-sense-stationary













v(t)  v(t+ )dt: (1.40)
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Phonon Density of States Spectrum
The phonon density of states (DOS) of a system describes the number of
states at each energy level that are available to be occupied. A high DOS at a
specic frequency means that there are many states available for occupation.
A DOS of zero means that no states can be occupied at that energy level. The
phonon DOS spectrum helps us to have a phenomenal understanding of the
atom's vibration in a system.
The relationship between and phonon density of states and power spectrum
is
P () = DOS()  h  f(E); (1.41)
where f(E) is distribution function. Phonons follows Bose-Einstein distribu-










In classical molecular dynamics simulation, DOS can be obtained from the





On summary of this section, the classical molecular dynamics method is
introduced, which is employed to simulate the movement of atoms in the nano-
scale system. The thermal properties, like heat ux and thermal conductivity,
can be calculated from the simulations. The phonon spectra will be com-




The purpose of the present thesis is to report the simulation results on:
(1) The thermal rectication eect and abnormal thermal transport char-
acter of one-dimensional harmonic and anharmonic lattices with a mass gra-
dient.
(2) The thermal rectication eect in carbon nanocone structures.
(3) The reduction of the thermal conductivity of silicon nanowires (SiNWs)
with methods doping SiNWs with isotope impurities.
(4) The size dependence of the thermal conductivity of SiNWs along the
longitude direction.
(5) The boundary eect on the thermal conductivity of SiNWs.
It is hoped that information from the studies of SiNWs may be useful in
searching novel nano-scale thermoelectric materials. The studies on the size
dependence of thermal transport of nanowires may deepen the understanding
on the thermal transport properties of low dimension systems. Also, the studies
on graded materials, one-dimensional lattices and carbon nanocone may be
helpful in searching materials t for thermal management devices.
Chapter 2
Thermal Rectication Eects in
Low Dimensional Graded
Structures
Theoretical studies of heat conduction in low dimensional nonlinear lattices in
past years have not only enriched our understanding of the microscopic physical
mechanism of heat conduction, but also suggested some useful thermal device
models such as rectier/diode [24{26, 28, 30] and thermal transistor [29] for
controlling heat ow. More importantly, a two segment thermal rectier has
been realized experimentally by using nanotubes [33], which implies that we
can control and manipulate phonons like we do for electrons.
On the other hand, the functional graded materials (FGM) have attracted
increasing attention in many elds ranging from aerospace, electronics, optics
and bio-materials etc. due to the intriguing properties [76, 80]. Functional
graded materials (FGM) is a kind of inhomogeneous material whose composi-
tions and/or structures change gradually in space which results in correspond-
ing changes in physical properties such as electric, mechanical, thermal, and
optical properties [77]. The FGM is abundant in nature. For example due to
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the gravitational force, the mass density of an elastic body has lower density
near the top but higher one near the bottom such as the sediment in ocean
bottom. FGM is also found in biological systems such as mollusk shells [77]
and biological cells [78]. With the development of fabrication technology, the
FGM can be fabricated purposely such as graded index materials in optical
glass or polymer bers [76] and graded bandgap semiconductors [79].
The articial FGM can exhibit very intriguing properties thus lead to
wide applications in many elds ranging from aerospace, electronics, optics
and biomaterials etc. By using molecular beam epitaxy and other methods,
the graded structures on the atomic scale can be created, which can produce
unique quantum eects that could result in applications of semiconductor and
sensor materials [76]. Recently, it is reported that the graded inhomogeneous
material can exhibit stronger nonlinear optical response than original homo-
geneous material [81].
However, compared with optical, mechanical and many other properties,
the thermal properties of the graded materials have not yet been fully studied
(see recent review article [80]and the references therein).
2.1 Thermal Rectication in 1D Mass-Graded
Lattice
In this section, we study thermal properties of the FGM represented by 1D
harmonic and anharmonic lattices with mass gradient. For convenience, we
call the lattices mass graded harmonic/anharmonic lattices. They can be used
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to model superlattice or layered structures. As it will be seen that the 1d
graded lattices exhibit new physics such as asymmetric heat ow and nega-
tive dierential thermal resistance, two essential properties used to construct
thermal rectier and thermal transistor. Therefore, the graded material might
nd new applications in heat controlling and management.
1               2                    i                 N-1     N
                                     (a)
Figure 2.1: Schematic picture of the mass graded harmonic/anharmonic lattice.
2.1.1 Simulation Method
We consider a 1D mass graded chain, which is equivalent to a chain with graded
coupling constants [82]. Fig. 2.1 shows the conguration. The mass of the ith
particle is Mi = MMAX   (i   1)(MMAX  MMIN)=(N   1), where MMAX is
the mass of the particle at the left end and MMIN is that of the particle at








+ V (xi   xi 1)]; (2.1)
where xi is the position of the i
th particle. Without loss of generality, V takes
an anharmonic form, namely, (xi   xi 1   a)2=2 + (xi   xi 1   a)4=4, which
is a Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU)  potential. So the system is called a graded
FPU lattice. The lattice constant a = 1:0 and the coupling constant  = 1:0.
In the case of  = 0, this lattice reduces to a graded harmonic chain.
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In our simulations we use both xed and free boundary conditions. The
stochastic heat baths are put on the 1st, 2nd, (N   1)th and N th particles with
temperature TL and TR respectively.
The equations of motion of these four particles are described by the Langevin
equations as (1.26). To minimize the Kapitza resistance between the bath par-
ticle and its neighbor, we set L=R=Mi = 0:1. Both the fourth-order Runge-
Kutta and the velocity Verlet algorithm are used to integrate the EOM. Dif-
ferences between results of these two integration methods are negligible. Sim-
ulations are performed long enough (> 107 time units) such that the system
reaches a stationary state where the local heat ux is constant along the chain.
The local ux at site i is calculated as (1.31). After the system reaches a
stationary state, Ji is independent of site position i, so the ux can be denoted
as J . The heat conductivity is obtained by  =  J=(dT=dx). We should stress
that in calculating the temperature gradient, we get rid of temperature jumps
at the two boundaries.
2.1.2 Abnormal Thermal Conductivity in Graded Har-
monic Lattice
We start with the mass graded harmonic lattice, i.e.  = 0 in the potential
V (x). Fig. 2.2 shows the temperature prole with dierent lattice length N
and dierent boundary conditions. MMAX and MMIN are xed at 10 and
1, respectively. It is well known that no temperature gradient can be built
up along a homogenous harmonic lattice [5]. However, in the mass graded
harmonic lattice, temperature gradient is clearly seen.
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Figure 2.2: Temperature proles for the lattice with xed and free boundary
conditions.
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In Fig. 2.3, the heat conductivity versus N for dierent boundary con-
ditions are plotted. For the same lattice length N , heat conductivities with
xed boundaries are lower than those with free boundaries, because there is a
limitation that all vibrational eigenmodes must vanish at boundaries in xed
boundary cases. It is clearly seen that the heat conductivity diverges linearly
with length N . This linear property is independent of boundary condition. It
is dierent from that of disordered harmonic lattice where the thermal conduc-




N for free and xed boundary
condition, respectively [83].















Figure 2.3: The heat conductivity  versus system size N for the lattice with
MMAX = 10 and MMIN = 1.  = AN , where A = 0:048 and 0:027 for free
and xed boundary conditions, respectively. The temperatures of two baths are
TL = 1:1 and TR = 0:9 for left and right end, respectively.
The linear divergence of thermal conductivity on system size is a new
phenomenon. As we know that in 1D homogenous harmonic lattices, no tem-
perature gradient can be built up and thus thermal conductivity cannot be
dened [14]. In order to understand the underlying mechanism, we have to
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invoke the vibrational eigenmodes of the graded system. It is found in Ref. [82]
that there is a critical frequency !c, which is the maximum eigenfrequency of
the corresponding homogeneous harmonic lattice with Mi = MMAX , where
MMAX is the maximal mass in the graded harmonic lattice. The modes with
! < !c can be well extended over the whole chain, whereas those with ! > !c
( called gradons) are localized at the side with lighter masses. Therefore, the
formation of temperature gradient in the graded harmonic lattice is attributed
to the localization of the gradons.
2.1.3 Abnormal Thermal Conductivity Graded Anhar-
monic Lattice
In the following, we focus on the mass graded anharmonic lattice. We rst
examine the size eect of heat conductivity and its dependence on temperature.
It is found that the thermal conductivity diverges with system size as,  / N.
Fig. 2.4(a) shows the temperature eect of the divergent exponent under free
boundary condition. The value of  does not change very much, it almost
keeps the same value (  0:35) when the average temperature T0 is increased
from 1:0 to innity. The calculation for innite T0 is actually realized by
discarding the quadratic term of potential in Hamiltonian, since this term is
negligible compared with the quartic term in innite temperature limit. That
is, we studied the chain with only non-linear forces. There is no change in
setting of the heat bath temperature. The value of the divergence exponent is
very close to the results from the renormalization group for 1d hydrodynamic
systems [13], and that one for the hard core model [84].
Fig. 2.4(b) shows the temperature eect of the divergent exponent under
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Figure 2.4: The heat conductivity  versus system size N for graded FPU
lattice under free boundary conditions (a) and xed boundary conditions (b)
with MMAX = 10 and MMIN = 1. In all cases,  / N. The values of  are
given in the gure.
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xed boundary conditions. In the case of T0 = 1, the best tting with all
available date up to N = 512 gives rise to an  = 0:51. However, the best
tting for values of the largest ve N (512  N  8192) gives rise to  = 0:35
which is very close to the value at the innite temperature. The  = 0:51
might be a nite size eect.
The value of  for free boundary condition is quite close to the value for
xed boundary condition. Therefore, this result seems to be very similar to
the homogenous FPU- lattice, namely, the divergent exponent  seems to be
independent on the boundary conditions.
As for the disordered FPU- lattice, it is observed that the value of 
depends on the boundary condition [85]. However, this result needs to be
further checked as the authors in Ref. [85] used very short lattice, N  20.
We should point out that the above results may not be very conclusive
as we have an intermediate value of system size N . In order to get a more
convincing conclusion, one needs to go to large N, say N > 105, which is very
dicult for current computer facilities. However, this is not the main purpose
of this section.
2.1.4 Thermal Rectication in Graded Anharmonic Lat-
tice
In the following, we study the thermal rectication in the mass graded an-
harmonic lattice. In order to avoid the eect of the Kapitza resistance at the
boundary, we record the temperatures of the closest particles to bath particles
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at two ends, namely, the 3rd and the 198th for N = 200 as Tl;r. For conve-
nience, we set the temperature of heavy mass end Tl = T0(1 + ) and that
of light mass end Tr = T0(1 ), where T0 is the average temperature of the
system.
For comparison, we show the normalized heat ux JN( J=C) versus 
in Fig. 2.5(a) for three dierent mass gradients, where C is a constant. When
 > 0 for dierent mass gradients, the heat ux increases steeply with the
increase of . However, in the case of  < 0, the heat ux changes a little
when  changes. This asymmetry of heat ux with respect to  is called
thermal rectication. We study the dependence of the rectication on
the mass gradient (x MMIN = 1 and change MMAX = 20; 10 and 5). It is
shown in Fig. 2.5(a) that the larger the mass gradient, the more obvious the
rectication.
To nd the temperature dependence of rectication, we calculate normal-
ized heat ux JN versus  for dierent temperature, T0 = 0:01; 0:1 and 1:0,
(Fig. 2.5(b)). From this gure we can see that the thermal rectication van-
ishes in both high and low temperature limits. In the low temperature limit,
the graded anharmonic lattice reduces to the graded harmonic lattice in which
no rectication exists. In the high temperature limit, the low frequency vi-
bration modes, which dominate the heat conduction, can be excited in both
ends, therefore no rectication is found either. In the case of T0 = 0:1, the
low temperature end is harmonic, while the high temperature end is strongly
anharmonic, thus the vibrational spectra strongly mismatch with each other,
which leads to the thermal rectication.







































Figure 2.5: (a) Normalized heat ux JN versus  for three dierent mass
gradients. N = 200; T0 = 0:1;MMIN = 1 and MMAX = 20; 10 and 5.
JN = J=C, where C = 0:0045; 0:0080, and 0:0145 for MMAX = 20; 10 and
5 respectively. (b) Normalized heat ux JN versus  for T0 = 1:0; 0:1, and
0:01. N = 200;MMIN = 1;MMAX = 10. JN = J=C, where C = 0:072; 0:008
and 0:0005 for T0 = 1:0; 0:1, and 0:01 respectively.
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Finally, we should stress that the rectication is sensitive to boundary con-
ditions. The eect can be observed more likely for xed boundary conditions,
because of the low frequency mode cannot be restrained for free boundary
conditions. That is, the mismatch in spectra (as shown in Fig. 2.7(b)) is not
easy observed in systems with free boundary conditions.
2.1.5 Negative Dierential Thermal Resistance
We show temperature dependence of heat conductivity in Fig. 2.6(a) for the
graded anharmonic lattice. Another important feature found in this 1D graded
chain is the negative dierential thermal resistance (NDTR) [29],
namely, the larger the temperature dierence the less the heat ux through
the system. In order to illustrate the NDTR, we x the temperature of the
right (light mass) end at Tr = 0:4 and plot the heat ux J versus temperature








The NDTR is seen on the left part of the vertical line, where J increases as Tl
is increased.
2.1.6 Rectication Mechanism in 1D Graded Chain
To understand the mechanism of rectication and NDTR, we calculate the
power spectrum of particles close to the two ends, and then compare their
spectrum with each other(Fig.2.7). When temperature is high enough, quartic
term in FPU potential is the dominant term in the whole chain. So the coupling
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Figure 2.6: (a) Heat conductivity  versus temperature T0.  = 0:1. (b) Heat
ux J versus Tl. Tr is xed at 0:4. N = 200;MMIN = 1 and MMAX = 20
and 10. The negative dierential thermal resistances (R < 0) appears when
Tl < 0:14 and 0:11 for MMAX = 20 and 10 respectively.
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Figure 2.7: Spectra of the two end particles for system N = 200; T0 =
0:1;MMIN = 1 and MMAX = 10. (a) The heavy mass end (left) contact
with high temperature bath ( = 0:6) (b) The light mass end (right) contact
with high temperature bath ( =  0:7).
among modes is strong and low frequency modes, which contribute to the
heat conduction most, are abundant in the spectrum. Then the ux depends
mainly on temperature dierence. So the quartic term is only dominant at
the end with high temperature and the quadratic term plays the main role
at the low temperature end, therefore, the low frequency modes cannot go
through the system. The heat current is controlled by two competing eects:
temperature gradients and overlaps of vibrational spectra. In the presence of
mass gradient, there is a big dierence between  > 0 and  < 0 in the
spectra. As shown in Fig. 2.7(a), where the left end (heavy mass) contacts
with high temperature bath ( > 0), the spectra of the two particles overlap
in a wide range of frequencies, thus the heat can easily go through the lattice
along with the direction of temperature gradient. Whereas when the right end
(light mass) contacts with high temperature bath ( < 0, Fig. 2.7(b)), the
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spectra separate from with other. It can be seen that the light mass particle
with high temperature oscillates mainly in high frequency, however the heavy
mass particle with low temperature oscillates in low frequency. As a result,
heat is dicult to go through the system although there is a temperature
gradient. When T0 goes to the low temperature limit, the graded chain can
be regarded as a graded harmonic lattice whose thermal properties are like
those of the homogenous harmonic lattice, then the ux depends only on the
temperature dierence.
2.2 Thermal Rectication in Carbon Nanocone
In this section, we report carbon nanocones as a potential candidate for re-
alistic thermal rectier. Carbon nanocone is with high asymmetry in geom-
etry [86]. The cone is entirely characterized by its cone angle. The large
structural asymmetry in carbon nanocone (as shown in Fig. 2.8) enhances the
rectication eciency remarkably. In this work, we focus on the cone with the
cone angle of 113o, which is the largest angle observed experimentally [86, 87]
and theoretically [88]. It can be constructed by cutting out 300o sectors from
a graphene sheet, rolling it around its apex, and joining the two open sides
of the sheet. The total thermal conductivity contains contributions from elec-
tron and phonon. However, phonon dominates the heat transport in carbon
nanocone because it is semiconductor [88].












Figure 2.8: Schematic picture of the carbon nanocone. When one pentagon is
introduced into a hexagonal carbon network, a 60o disclination defect is formed,
leading to the formation of a nanocone with cone angle of 113o. d is the distance
from the atom to the center point in cone sheet. We dene the atoms in the
ith layer as the atoms whose d  ((i   1)rC ; irC ]. The length along the side
face of nanocone is L = NrC where N is the number of layers and rC is the
equilibrium carbon-carbon bond length.The three projections, longitudinal (L),
twisting (T) and normal (N or transverse) are shown in the gure.
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2.2.1 Simulation Method
In our simulations, classical MD method, a useful method to study thermal
properties of nano materials, is adapted. To derive the force term, the poten-
tial energy for carbon nanocones is established by using a Morse bond and a
harmonic cosine angle for bonding interaction, which include both two-body
and three-body potential terms:
U(rij; ijk) = KCr(exp( (rij   rC))  1)2 + 1
2
KC(cos ijk   cos C)2; (2.3)
where ijk represent bending angles and rij represent distances between bonded
atoms. KCr = 478:9 kJmol
 1A
2
, KC = 562:2 kJmol
 1 are the force constants
of the stretch and bend potentials, respectively. Parameter  = 2:1867A
 1
.
The equilibrium carbon-carbon bond length,rC , is 1:418 A and the bond an-
gle, C = 120
o, which are the corresponding reference geometry parameters for
graphene. Karasawa and Goddard developed these force eld parameters by
tting experimental lattice parameters, elastic constants and phonon frequen-
cies for graphite in 1991 [89, 90]. The accuracy of Morse potential is demon-
strated by comparing the calculated thermal conductivity of carbon nanotube
with those calculated from Terso potential and Stillinger-Weber potential.
We calculated thermal conductivities of (10, 10) single wall carbon nanotube
with 40 nm in length, which were 315 W/mK with the Morse potential and
497 W/mK with Stillinger-Weber potential. The Stillinger-Weber type force
eld potential parameters is developed from tting experimental parameters
for graphite [91]). Our results are close to results of Padgett [37], Moreland [38]
and Maruyama [39]. Therefore, Morse potential was chosen to increase com-
putational eciency while not sacricing the accuracy in calculating heat ux.
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The structures, from forty layers nanocone (N = 20) to one hundred lay-
ers nanocone (N = 100), are explored. The length along the side face of
nanocone,dN , is from 2:8 nm to 14 nm. Here, xed boundary condition is
used, that is, the atoms in the two end layers are frozen. In order to establish
a temperature gradient along the longitudinal direction, the nanocone is cou-
pled with heat bathes at the ith layers (i = 2 and N   1), whose temperatures
are Ttop and Tbottom, respectively. Nose-Hoover heat bathes [71] are used. The
velocity Verlet algorithm is used to integrate the dierential equations of mo-
tions. In general, the temperature, TMD, is calculated as in (1.22) , which is
from the kinetic energy of atoms according to the Boltzmann distribution. The
heat ux along the nanocone, Jl, is dened as the energy transported along
the surface in unit time through the unit cross-section area. The expression of
ux is as (1.32).
Simulations are performed long enough (> 1106 time steps) such that the
system reaches a stationary state when the local heat ux reaches a constant
along the nanocone. All results given in this work are obtained by averaging
about 4 106 time steps. The time step is set as 0:4 fs. Because the velocity
of energy transport along the axis in carbon nanotube is 0:1 A=fs [61] and
the nanocone length for N = 40 is 5:6 nm, the phonon take t0 (5:6  102
fs) to propagate from one end to the other through the nanocone. This time
range (4 105 fs), which is around 103 times of t0, is long enough to establish
stationary temperature distribution in the structure.
To increase the graded eects, we also studied the nanocone structure with
the graded mass distribution. The mass of the atoms of the ith layer are set
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as
Mi =MC12(1 + 3
i  1
N   1): (2.4)
That is, the top atoms have minimum mass (MC12) and the bottom atoms
have maximum mass (4MC12), where MC12 is the mass of
12C atom.
2.2.2 Thermal Rectication in Carbon Nanocone
We set the temperature of top as Ttop = T0(1   ) and that of bottom as
Tbottom = T0(1 + ), where T0 is the average temperature, and  is the nor-
malized temperature dierence between the two ends. Therefore, the bottom
of nanocone is at a higher temperature when  > 0 , and the top has a higher
temperature when  < 0. The heat ux J versus temperature dierence 
(corresponds to the "I-V" curve of electric rectier) is shown in Fig. 2.9(b).
When  > 0, the heat ux increases steeply with ; while in the region
 > 0, the heat ux is much smaller and changes a little with . That is,
the nanocone behaves as a good thermal conductor under positive thermal
bias and as a poor thermal conductor under negative thermal bias. It suggests
that the heat ux runs preferentially along the direction of decreasing diam-
eter. To describe quantitatively the rectier eciency we introduce thermal
rectication ratio,
R  (J+   J )
J 
 100%; (2.5)
where J+ is the heat current from bottom to top corresponds to  > 0 and
is the J  heat current from top to bottom corresponds to  > 0. Fig. 2.9(a)
shows the rectications with dierent . The increase of  results in the
increase of the rectication ratio. This is similar to the characteristic in electric
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diode. Fig. 2.10 shows the temperature prole along carbon nanocone, which
is nonlinear and a typical characteristic for graded structures. There are large
temperature jumps close to the top of cone, which means there should be much
more localization of phonons close to the top than the bottom.
In the rst solid-state thermal rectier experiment [33], carbon nanotubes
were gradually deposited on the surface with heavy molecules, Trimethyl-
Cyclopentadienyl Platinum (C9H16Pt), along the length of the nanotube to es-
tablish asymmetric mass distribution. In graded systems, the graded mass and
the graded coupling force constant play similar role in controlling of phonon
transport [82]. Although with homogenous mass and coupling force constant,
the carbon nanocone is a graded geometric structure. It is the structural asym-
metry along the axis that controls the heat current and makes the system to
behave as a rectier.
In Ref. [33], the atomic mass ratio is about 5 and the room temperature
rectication is only 2% with jj  0:05 for carbon nanotube. As shown in
Fig. 2.9, the rectication ratio is 10% for homogenous nanocone and 12% for
graded massed nanocone with jj = 0:05. With graded mass distribution,
the rectication ratio increases with 2%, which agrees well with the experi-
mental results of Ref. [33]. The graded asymmetric distribution, both mass
and geometry, benets greatly the rectication eect. At small temperature
dierence range, the geometric impact is more eective than the mass impact.
And the rectication ratio of carbon nanocone is also much higher than that of
carbon nanotube intramolecular junction. For example, at room temperature
and with jj = 0:5, the rectication of homogenous carbon nanocone is 96%,
while that of carbon nanotube intramolecular junction is about 15% [92]. Our
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 CNCs Graded Mass
Figure 2.9: (a) Rectications versus  for the homogenous mass and the graded
mass nanocone; (b) Heat ux J versus . Here N = 40, T0 = 300 K, MMIN =
MC, and MMAX = 4MC.
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Figure 2.10: Temperature prole of nanocone with forty layers. The top layer
(i = 1) and the bottom layer (i = 40) are frozen. The solid/dash curve is the
best tting to the formula T = A1 + A2=i ,where A1 = 131 2,A2 = 597 14
for  = 0:5, and A1 = 454 1,A2 =  590 7 for  =  0:5.
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results demonstrate that carbon nanocone rectier has obvious advantage over
carbon nanotube based thermal rectiers in higher rectication ratio. In the
following we shall discuss the factors which aect the rectication ratio.
2.2.3 Heat Bath, Temperature and Size Eect and NDTR
In molecular electronics, the coupling between device and electrode can signif-
icantly modify the current and conductance [93]. Here we explore the similar
eect on phononic circuit. In practical device, the nanocone and heat bath
contact can be single- or multi- layer. The contact eect is shown in Fig.
2.11(a) and (b). At the same temperature, both J  and J+ with multi-layer
coupling are higher than those with single-layer coupling. The increase of J 
is higher than the increase of J+, which leads the reduction of rectication
ratio for multi-layer coupling. The rectication reduction due to multi-layer
contact decreases with temperature increasing. For example, at T0 = 50 K, the
reduction in rectication ratio from single-layer contact coupling to multi-layer
contact coupling is 233%. Whereas, at T0 = 300 K, the reduction is only 41%.
The weak dependence of rectication ratio at room temperature provides pos-
sibility to fabricate practical thermal rectier with nanocone which can work
properly, as it is almost impossible to keep only single atomic layer contact
experimentally.
The rectication versus temperature T0 is shown in Fig. 2.11(a) with jj =
0:5. When temperature increasing, the heat uxes increase, and the increment
of J  is higher than the increment of J+(see Fig. 2.11(b)), which leads the
reduction of the rectication ratio. At low temperature, the small increment of
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Figure 2.11: Rectications and heat uxes of carbon nanocone at dierent
temperature, T0, with xed N = 40 and jj = 0:5.
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Figure 2.12: Rectications and heat uxes for dierent length of carbon
nanocone,dN , with xed T0 = 300 K, and jj = 0:5. Here N changes from 20
to 100. The rectication is about 100%.
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temperature induces large reduction in rectication ratio. Contrast to the high
dependence at the low temperature range, the rectication versus temperature
curve is close to at around the room temperature. It demonstrates carbon
nanocone has signicant rectication eect in a wide temperature range.
The results shown above are based on a cone structure with forty layers.
Following, we explore the impact of nanocone length on the rectication, with
the longest structure had 100 layers, in which the nanocone side face length
is around 14 nm. The dependence of the rectication ratio on the length of
nanocone is shown in Fig. 2.12(a), and the rectication is independent on the
length. As shown in Fig. 2.12(b), the heat uxes are independent on the size,
which means the thermal conductivity is proportional to the size and there
is ballistic transport process in the system. In the molecular junction typed
carbon nanotube thermal rectier [92], the rectication decreases quickly when
device length is increased, because the role of the interface was suppressed in
large system. However, in the nanocone rectier proposed here, the structural
asymmetry keeps when the size increasing. Therefore carbon nanocone thermal
rectier can always keep the high rectication even at a large scale, adding the
feasibility of constructing thermal rectier with carbon nanocones.
The negative dierential thermal resistances (NDTR), dened in (2.2), is
also observed in carbon nanocone. As shown in the Fig. 2.13, NDTR appears
when Tbottom < 150 K, that is, increasing T will result the decrease of ux .
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Figure 2.13: Heat ux J versus Tbottom. Ttop is xed at 300 K. The nanocone
structure has forty layers, N = 40. The negative dierential thermal resis-
tances (R < 0) appears when Tbottom < 150 K.
2.2.4 Rectication Mechanism in Carbon Nanocone
There is signicant dierence between nanocone and bulk material in the
phonon power spectra. In bulk materials, the optical modes contribute little to
heat ux. However, in nano-scale system such as carbon nanotube, anomalous
thermal conductivity was observed which did not obey the Fourier's law [41].
In the nano system with nite length, optical phonon (high frequency) also
plays a major contribution to the heat ux [94]. To understand the underlying
mechanism of the rectication phenomenon, we show the phonon power spec-
tra of atoms at the top and bottom atomic layers with temperature T0 = 300
K and single-layers coupling in Fig. 2.14. The recorded atoms which is close
to the top (bottom) atomic layer did not belong to the heat bath layer. The
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Figure 2.14: Power spectra of atoms at the 6th (close to the top) and 37th
(close to the bottom) atomic layers. (a) T0 = 300 K and  = 0:5, the bottom
heat bath is at high temperature which corresponds to big ux; (b) T0 = 300
K, =  0:5, corresponds to small ux. The values of overlap area were shown
in each panel.
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Table 2.1: The relationship between the ux rectication and the overlap of
phonon power spectra.
spectra are obtained by Fourier transforming of velocities. Here, it was shown
that the spectra along three directions, which was two in-plane direction and
one out-plane direction, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8. The values of overlap area
were shown in each panel, which could be used to weight how the spectra
matched with each other. As shown in Fig. 2.14(a), where the bottom atomic
layer is at high temperature ( > 0 ), the power spectra of the top and bottom
atomic layers overlap perfectly in a large frequency range, which means the
phonon can easily go through the nanocone along the direction of temperature
gradient and corresponds to large J+. On the contrary, when the top atomic
layer contacted with high temperature bath ( < 0 , Fig. 2.14(b)), there is an
obvious mismatch in the spectra, both in low and high frequency band, which
results in very low heat ux. The large mismatch in the spectra shows the weak
correlation between the two ends. As a result, the phonon is dicult to go
through the structure and thus leads to very small J  . The match/mismatch
of the power spectra between the bottom and top atomic layers controls the
heat current and results in the rectication phenomenon.
In order to quantify the above power spectrum analysis, the overlaps (S)





Here S corresponds to the case of  > 0 and  < 0 , respectively. And
Ptop(!) is the power spectrum of the 4th (top) layer and Pbottom(!) is the
power spectrum of the 37th (bottom) layer. In Fig. 2.14, the value of S is
also shown. An the ratio of the overlap of power spectra in all three directions,
S+=S , is shown in Table 2.1 for dierent . It illustrates that the heat ux
and rectication phenomena correlate strongly with the overlap of the power
spectra of the two ends.
2.3 Summary
Firstly, in this chapter, we have studied thermal properties of 1D mass graded
harmonic and anharmonic lattices in this chapter. It is found that the tem-
perature gradient can be built up in the 1D graded harmonic lattice chain due
to the localization of high frequency gradon modes. The heat conductivity di-
verges with the system size linearly,  / N . In the graded anharmonic lattices,
the thermal conductivity diverges with system size as,  / N, the value of 
is independent of temperature (for T > 1:0) and boundary condition.
The thermal rectication and the negative dierential thermal resistance
have been observed in the graded anharmonic lattice. This is quite similar
to the recent nanotube experiment [33], in which half of the tube has been
gradually mass-loaded on the surface with heavy molecules.
Secondly, we have studied asymmetry properties in thermal transporta-
tion of homogeneous and graded mass nanocones. It was found that there was
obvious thermal rectication eect for this geometric graded nano-structure
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and the values of rectication was bigger than experimental results for nan-
otubes which have been gradually mass-loaded on the surface with heavy
molecules [33]. And the low temperature, big temperature gradient and few
particles contact with heat bath can increase rectication eect. In this graded
nano-structures, the ballistic transport process, the separate bands in phonon
spectrum and the mismatch of bands together induce the rectication eect.
Our results suggest that the graded materials might be used as thermal
rectier and thermal transistor. In contrary to the previous studies of thermal
rectiers which usually have three or two coupled segments, the graded struc-
tures can control the heat current by itself. More important, we don't need
any on-site potential required in previous models [24{26,29,30]. This may help
the realization of high rectication in experiment.
Chapter 3
Thermal Conductivity of Silicon
Nanowires
Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) have been attracting a great attention in recent
years because of their excellent electrical and mechanical properties [95] and
their potential applications in many areas including thermoelectrics [96]. SiNWs
are appealing choice because of their ideal interface compatibility with conven-
tional Si-based technology [97, 98]. It is found that the electronic property of
SiNWs depends on the surface and growth direction signicantly. The band
gap is found to decrease with increasing diameter [51,99]. These special prop-
erties are partially due to the quantum connement eects in nano materials.
3.1 Background
The isotopic eect on nano-materials could be much dierent from that on
bulk. So, the isotopic eect needs further study on nano materials. In this
Chapter, the eect of doping 29Si and 42Si to 28Si nanowires are studied. The
mass dierence between 42Si and 28Si is large, which provides a good chance
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to study the mass inuence on thermal conductivities. There are three most
interesting structures in studying thermal transports, which are random doping
structures, superlattices and vacancies. It is worth pointing out that 42Si is
not as stable as 29Si and 30Si. The isotopic doping with 42Si is studied just
because of the large mass dierence between 42Si and 28Si which is ideal for
exploring the mass inuence on isotopic eect.
Isotope Random Doping In silicon isotopes, 28Si is with the highest nat-
ural abundance (92%), then 29Si and 30Si with 5% and 3% respectively [100].
Besides these three, 42Si and 43Si are also observed [101]. The nuclide 42Si
has become the focus of particular interest as it is a unique opportunity
to study the nuclear shell eects. Many experimental and theoretical stud-
ies [102, 103, 111{113] have been conducted on the isotopic eect on thermal
conductivity of bulk Si. However, the results are controversial. The rst study
of isotopic pure bulk 28Si reported that the thermal conductivity at room tem-
perature was enhanced by 60% relative to natural Si [102], and calculations
found agreement between theory and experiment [103]. But the authors of
Ref. [102] later retracted that conclusion and reported a change of only 10%
at room temperature [111]. Other experimental studies of 28Si single crystals
obtained similar values [112], and some theories predict a 10% 20% enhance-
ment [113].
Superlattice Some experimental and theoretical works [117,118] have been
carried out to study the eects of interface and superlattice period on thermal
conductivity of various kinds of superlattice structures. Results showed that
superlattice structures are an ecient way to produce materials with ultra
low thermal conductivity. However, for structures built from dierent crystal
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materials, the relatively high interface energy will limit the stability of these
structures. On the other hand, the limitation of experimental precision caused
studies to focus on the structures of the superlattice period longer than the
phonon mean free path, which leaves an opportunity to study superlattice with
ultra-short period by MD simulation.
Vacancies Besides isotopic eect, the fact that the thermal conductivities
of both bulk and nano scale materials are greatly inuenced by vacancies has
been conrmed experimentally and theoretically. The reduction mainly comes
from the high frequency phonons, which are sensitive to the vacancy. By MD
simulations, it is found that the thermal conductivities of diamond and carbon
nanotubes decrease as the vacancy concentration increases with an inverse
power law relation,  / x , where the exponent  is 0:79 for carbon nano-
tube and 0:69 for diamond crystal [115]. The MD calculation results showed
that vacancies in nanotubes are not much more inuential than those in 3D
diamond. Up till now, the vacancy eect on thermal conductivity of SiNW is
not understood well, so it needs to be studied in the future.
In this Chapter, we study the reduction of thermal conductivity of SiNWs
with two isotope doping methods. The rst one is to dope SiNWs with isotope
impurity randomly. The second one is to build isotopic-superlattice structured
SiNWs. The total thermal conductivity contains contributions from electrons
and phonons, however phonons dominate the heat transport in semiconductors.
We thus focus on the isotope eect on phonons transport.






Figure 3.1: Schematic picture of cross section and side view of SiNW.The
structure parameters are Lx  Ly  Lz = 3  3  8 units3 ( one unit is 0:543
nm). The dark atoms are boundary atoms, which will stay/vibrate for xed/free
boundary condition. (a) The cross section (details in Fig.3.14).(b) The side
view. A temperature gradient is built along the direction of Lz. The color of
atoms denotes the value of temperature.
3.2 Thermal Conductivity of Isotope Doped
Silicon Nanowires
3.2.1 Modeling Method
As shown in Fig.3.1, we study the thermal conductivity of SiNWs along (100)
direction with cross sections of 33 unit cells (lattice constant is 0:543 nm) and
ten unit cells in the longitudinal direction which corresponds to cross section
area of 2:65 nm2, and length of 5:43 nm. The total number of atoms in the
simulation is 720.
In our simulations, xed boundary conditions on the outer surface of
SiNWs are used, that is, the dark atoms stay during simulation. The non-
equilibrium molecular dynamics method is adapted. To derive the force term,
we use Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential for Si [69], which includes both two-
body and three-body potential terms.
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Figure 3.2: Quantum correction to the MD temperature of the SiNW.(a)
Normalized phonon density of states of Bulk Silicon, which was obtained by
CASTEP [114].(b)The phonon average occupation number given by the Bose-
Einstein distribution.(c) Relationship of temperature MD and quantum tem-
perature. (d) The dierence between TMD and T versus T .
Generally, in MD simulation, the temperature, TMD, is calculated from the
kinetic energy of atoms according to the Boltzmann distribution, as (1.22). In
our case the average temperature (room temperature) of the system is lower
than the Debye temperature (TD = 645 K for Si), it is better to apply a
quantum correction to the MD temperature. Based on equation (1.24), when
TMD equals 265 K, quantum temperature T equals 300 K. It was shown that
the dierence between TMD and T increased with T decreased. (details see
Fig.3.2)
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In order to establish a temperature gradient along the longitudinal direc-
tion, the two end units of SiNWs are put into heat bathes with temperature TL
and TR for the left and right end, respectively. Nose-Hoover heat bathes [71]
are used. To ensure our results are independent of heat bath, Langevin heat
bathes [72] are also used. Both types of heat baths give rise to the same re-
sults. The local heat ux along longitude direction is dened as the energy
transported along the SiNW in unit time through the unit cross-section area,
whose expression is (1.32). The thermal conductivity is calculated from the
Fourier's law as (1.33), where the area of cross section is 2:654 nm2 (3  3
units2).
Simulations are performed long enough (> 2  107 time steps) such that
the system reaches a stationary state where the local heat ux is constant
along SiNW. All results given in this letter are obtained by averaging about
8 107 time steps. A time step is set as 0:8 fs. Using the longitudinal phonon
group velocity of Si bulk in (100) direction (8:3  103 m=s [104]), and the
nanowire length (5:43 nm), the acoustic wave (phonon) will take t0 (6:5 102
fs) to propagate from one end to the other through the nanowire. Therefore,
within 1:6 107 fs, a heat pulse will go through the system for about 2:5 104
times which is long enough to establish stationary temperature distribution in
the wire.
3.2.2 Thermal Conductivity of Random Doping Silicon
Nanowires
Firstly, the eect of randomly distributed isotopic atoms on the thermal con-
ductivity of 28SiNWs was studied. In our simulations, in order to reduce the
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Figure 3.3: Temperature prole of SiNWs versus dierent percentage of ran-
domly doping isotope atoms 42Si.The distance between two adjacent layers is
close to 0:136 nm. Nose-Hoover method is used here.
uctuation, the results are averaged over ve realizations.
The temperature prole is shown in Fig. 3.3. The temperature gaps at
heat bath interfaces of low percentage of isotopic defects are bigger than those
of high percentage. Because of the resistances of of high percentage doping are
bigger, the temperature drops are mainly at centre part instead of at heat bath
interfaces. To avoid the eect of heat bath interface, the thermal conductivity
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Figure 3.4: Thermal conductivity of SiNWs versus the concentration of ran-
domly doping isotope atoms (42Si and 29Si). SiNWs are along (100) direction
with cross sections of 33 unit cells (lattice constant is 0:543 nm) and ten unit
cells in the longitudinal direction. The results by Nose-Hoover method coincide
with those by Langevin methods indicating that our results are independent of
the heat bath used.
is calculated as
 =   J  Lz
A  (T+   T ) ; (3.1)
where T  and T+ are the temperature of the 5th and 36th layer, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3.4, the value of thermal conductivity is 1:49 W/mK
for pure 28Si NW, which agrees with previous simulation results [43]. It was
found the thermal conductivity of SiNW is about two orders of magnitude
smaller than that of bulk silicon crystal. This can be due to the following
reasons. Firstly, the low frequency phonons, whose wave lengths are longer
than the length of nanowires, cannot survive in nanowires. Therefore, the low
frequency contribution to thermal conductivity, which is very substantial and
signicant, is largely reduced. Secondly, because of the large surface to volume
ratio, the boundary scattering in quasi-1D structure is also signicant. The
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thermal conductivity decreased rst to reach a minimum and then increased as
the concentration of isotope impurity atoms changed from zero to hundred. It
appears that the small ratio of impurity atoms can induce large reduction on
conductivity. For example, in the case of 28Si0:98
42Si0:02, namely, two percent
42Si, its thermal conductivity was only 65% of that of pure 28Si NW. Dissimilar
to the high sensitivity at the two ends, the thermal conductivity versus isotopic
concentration curves are almost at at the centre part as shown in Fig. 3.4,
where the value of thermal conductivity is only 27% (42Si doping) or 77% (29Si
doping) of that of pure 28Si NW.
Now, we try to better understand the above results. The random doping
SiNW is a quasi-1D disordered system. As our model is at room temperature
which is much below the Debye Temperature of Si, the system would be close
to harmonic system. What's more, because the length is much smaller than
the mean free path of phonons, there are less couplings among phonons. So,
the random doping SiNW would be similar to the 1D disordered harmonic
chain. The heat conduction in 1D disordered chain is well studied [15,73]. The
decrease of thermal conductivity by the isotopic doping atoms mainly comes
from the localization of phonons. Phonons with higher frequency is more
likely to be localized. It was shown by Matsuda and Ishii [105]that there is a
demarcation frequency !d between localization and non-localization of modes.
The !d will go to zero for innite chain. That is, all modes are localized. For
nite chains, the extended phonons dominate the heat conduction.
Based on Landauer approach to deal with the electron conduction in
nanoscale junctions [106], the steady state heat ux (phonon transfer) in 1D
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where f(!; T ) = 1=[exp(h!=kBT )   1] is the Bose-Einstein distribution for
phonons, TN(!) is the transmission coecient of phonons through the disor-
dered chain.

















Now, we consider the frequency scope of phonons contributing to heat
transportation. There is a frequency scope for nite system, dened as !low 
!  !up. What's more, only non-localized phonons (!  !d) involved in heat
conduction. So,
!low  ! Min(!up; !d): (3.5)
Additionally, it is asserted that TN(!)  1 in low frequency regime for free
boundary condition [15]. From Eq.(3.4), the thermal conductivity can be writ-
ten
 /Min(!up; !d)  !low: (3.6)
In 1D isotopically disordered harmonic chain, the relationship between !d and
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Figure 3.5: Fitting curve of thermal conductivity of SiNWs (28Si1 x42Six) ver-
sus the concentration of randomly doping isotope atoms. The solid data points
are our MD results which is same as those in Fig.3.4. The solid curve is the
best tting to data points using Eq.(3.10), where C1 = 0:12, C2 = 79, C3 = 4:3,
and C4 = 5:6 10 9.
where k is force constant,m average mass,N length of chain, and 2 the variance
of the mass distribution. And !up and !low are linear functions of 1=
p
m. Both
m and  are functions of concentration of doping atoms x
m(x) = m1  (1  x) +m2  x; (3.8)
(x) =
p
(1  x)  (m1  m)2 + x  (m2  m)2: (3.9)
Ultimately, the thermal conductivity could be expressed as












We use Eq.(3.10) to t our MD data of 28Si1 x42Six. The tting curve is shown
in Fig.3.5.
For comparing with the experimental results in bulk Si, the thermal con-
ductivity () with natural isotopic abundance, 5% 29Si and 3% 30Si, was also


















 (W=mK) 0:46 0:40 0:40
Table 3.1: Thermal conductivity of SiNWs with two kinds of randomly doping
isotope atoms (42Si and 29Si).
calculated. The calculated thermal conductivity is 1:28 W/mK. So, the ratio
of  of natural isotopic abundance to  of pure 28SiNW is 86%. For bulk sil-
icon, the ratio is reported as 62.5% [111] at room temperature. However, the
following measurements show that the ratio is around 91% [112]. The reason
for the discrepancy is still not known.
Next, the thermal conductivity of 28Si NW doped with two dierent isotope
atoms (29Si and 42Si) at the same time was studied. The sum of isotope atom's
percentages is xed at 50%, and the ratio of numbers of the two isotope atoms
is changed. The results are shown in Table 3.1. The thermal conductivity is
1:17 W/mK for 28Si0:5
29Si0:5 NW, which is larger than that of
28Si0:5
42Si0:5, 0:40
W/mK. It appears that the heavier isotopic atoms can induce larger reduction
on thermal conductivity than that from lighter isotopic atoms.
Besides isotopic eect, the fact that the thermal conductivities of both
bulk and nano scale materials are greatly inuenced by vacancies has been
conrmed experimentally and theoretically [115, 116]. The reduction mainly
comes from the high frequency phonons, which are sensitive to the vacancy.
With MD simulations, it is found that the thermal conductivities of diamond
and carbon nanotubes decrease as the vacancy concentration increases with an
inverse power law relation, where the exponent  is 0:79 for carbon nanotube
and 0:69 for diamond crystal [115]. The MD calculation results show that
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Superlattice structure
Bath 42Si                  28Si                    42Si                     28Si 
Period Length (16 layers)
Bath
Figure 3.6: Schematic picture of the isotopic-superlattice structured SiNW.
The period length is 2.17 nm (16 layers) here. Atoms with dierent mass are
denoted by the dierent size.
vacancies in nanotubes are not much more inuential than in 3-D diamond.
While, we nd that the thermal conductivity of SiNW decreases exponentially
with the increase of isotope concentration. The vacancy eect on thermal
conductivity of SiNW needs to be studied further.
3.2.3 Thermal Conductivity of Superlattice Structure
Silicon Nanowires
Some experimental and theoretical works [117, 118] have been carried out to
study the eects of interface and superlattice period on thermal conductivity of
various kinds of superlattice structures. Results show that superlattice struc-
tures are an ecient way to achieve ultra low thermal conductivity. However
for structures built from dierent crystal materials, the relatively high interface
energy will limit the stability of these structures. The isotopic-superlattice is
a good structure to reduce the thermal conductivity without destroying the
stability. In addition, most of the studies, especially experimental ones, have
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focused on the structures of the superlattice period longer than the phonon
mean free path [117]. Here the thermal conductivities of isotopic-superlattice
structured nanowires, which consist of alternating 28Si/42Si or 28Si/29Si lay-
ers along the longitudinal direction and with ultra-short superlattice period
lengths, were studied (see Fig. 3.6). The SiNW longitudinal axis was selected
as the x axis, atoms in the same layer means they have the same x coordinate.
The NW length is xed at 5:43 nm (10 unit cells) and with cross sections of
3 3 unit cells.
The temperature proles of isotopic superlattice SiNWs is reported in Fig.
3.7. The temperature step is obvious for structures with large period length,
like 8 and 16 layers. To avoid the eect of temperature jump at heat bath
interface, thermal conductivity is also calculated as (3.1).
Fig. 3.8 shows the thermal conductivity of the isotopic-superlattice SiNWs
versus the superlattice period length. As expected, the thermal conductivities
of 28Si/42Si are much lower than those of 28Si/29Si, so it appears that the mass
eect on reduction of thermal conductivity is also obvious in the isotopic-
superlattice structures. Although there is dierence in absolute values of ther-
mal conductivity between 28Si/42Si and 28Si/29Si structures, it seems that the
dependence of thermal conductivity on superlattice period length is similar.
The thermal conductivity decreases as the period length decreases from 4:34
nm (32 layers) to 1:09 nm (8 layers), that is , the number of interface increases.
The thermal conductivity reaches a minimum when the period length is 1:09
nm. This can be understood as the increment on number of interface for xed
length will enhance the interface scattering which gives rise to the reduction
of the thermal conductivity. As the superlattice period decreases further, in-
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 Period length =4 layers
Figure 3.7: Temperature prole of isotopic-superlattice SiNWs (28Si/42Si) with
dierent period length. The length of one layer equals 0:1335 nm. Nose-Hoover
method is used here on heat bath atoms.
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Figure 3.8: Thermal conductivity of superlattice SiNWs versus the period length
at 300 K. SiNWs are along (100) direction with cross sections of 33 unit cells
(lattice constant is 0:543 nm) and ten unit cells in the longitudinal direction.
The results by Nose-Hoover method coincide with those by Langevin methods
indicating that our results are independent of the heat bath used.
teresting phenomena appears. With the period length smaller than 1:09 nm,
the thermal conductivity increases rapidly as the period length decrease. At
the smallest period length of 0:27 nm (2 layers, 1 layer 28Si plus 1 layer 42Si or
29Si), the thermal conductivity of isotopic-superlattice SiNW increases to 0:85
W/mK (28Si/42Si) or 1:38 W/mK (28Si/29Si).
This anomalous increase in thermal conductivity can be understood quali-
tatively from the dominant phonon wavelength theory. At room temperature,
the dominant phonon wavelength is about 1  2 nm in most materials [3],
which is very close to the critical period length of 1:09 nm found here for
SiNWs. So it can be concluded that the thermal conductivity will increase
signicantly after decreasing the superlattice period length to be smaller than
the dominant phonon wavelength. This result coincides with Simkin's result



































Period Length = 0.27 nm
 28Si
Figure 3.9: The average normalized density of states of phonons of dierent
mass atoms (28Si or 42Si) along the longitude direction for superlattice SiNW
structures. (a) The period length of superlattice NW is 2:17 nm (16 layers).
This structure has low conductivity, 0:42 W/mK. (b) The period length of
superlattice NW is 0:27 nm (2 layers). This structure has high conductivity,
0:85 W/mK.
on harmonic model [119].
To get a better understanding of the underlying physics of thermal con-
ductivity reduction in superlattice nanowires and the anomalous increase phe-
nomena, we calculate the phonon density of states (DOS) of 28Si layer and
42Si layer in two isotopic-superlattice structured SiNWs: 2:17 nm-period NW
and 0:27 nm-period NW as shown in Fig. 3.9. When period length is 2:17
nm (16 layers), there is an obvious mismatch in the DOS spectra, both at
low frequency band and high frequency band, resulting in very low thermal
conductivity (Fig.3.8). On the contrary, the DOS spectra overlap perfectly
for isotopic-superlattice structured SiNW whose period length is 0:27 nm (2
layers). The good match in the DOS (Fig.3.9 (b)) comes from the collective
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vibrations of dierent mass layers which is harder to be built in longer superlat-
tice period structures. The match/mismatch of the DOS spectra between the
dierent mass layers controls the heat current. When the two spectra largely
overlap with each other, the heat current can easily go through the system,
thus results in high conductivity. On the other hand, when the spectra mis-
match, the heat current is dicult to go through the structure and thus leads
to very low thermal conductivity.
3.3 Size Eect on Thermal Conductivity of
Silicon Nanowires
It is very important to predict the thermal transport in silicon nanoscale struc-
tures not only for fundamental physics but for engineering applications. A
comprehensive study of thermal conductivities of nanostructures can lead to a
deeper understanding of phonon transportation mechanisms. Thermal trans-
port in Si nanowires is mainly contributed by phonons, the vibration of atoms.
In macro-systems, there is an empirical rule of heat transfer in solids, known
as Fourier's law (Eq.1.1). Fourier's law shows that the thermal conductivity is
independent of sample length.
However, many theoretical studies in the past decade have demonstrated
that Fourier's law is violated in a variety of one-dimensional (1D) and two-
dimensional (2D) lattice model( [14], [15], and the bibliography within). It was
found the thermal conductivity diverges with the length of system as  / L
for the momentum conserving system. The results reported  varied from 0:33
to 0:44 [8, 11{14,16,17].
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The quasi-1D nano-structure are good candidates to verify the physical
law in real system, for the thermal transfer in nano-scale system deviates
signicantly from bulk values. The thermal conductivity is diusive in macro-
systems, where Fourier's law is obeyed. However, in nano-structures, where
the mean free path is comparable with system size, Fourier's law would be
broken down and the thermal conductivity could be divergent.
Some theoretical methods, such as solving the Boltzmann transport equa-
tion [43,120,121], Monte Carlo [130,131], and MD simulation [43,44,132], are
often used in studying the thermal transfer in nano-structures. Comparing
with other methods, MD simulations need no prior assumptions about the
physics of phonons.
3.3.1 Modeling Method
In this section, we shall study the thermal conductivity of SiNWs with dierent
length at room temperature. We studied the thermal conductivity of SiNWs
along (100) direction with cross sections, 3 3 unit cells2 (the lattice constant
is 0:543 nm) and the length in the longitudinal direction changing from 8 to
2; 048 unit cells, which corresponded to the length from 4:34 to 1112 nm. The
maximum number of atoms in simulation is 147; 600. To realize the large sys-
tem simulation, the parallel programming and 8 CPUs were used. And the
physical time for simulating the largest system was longer than one month.
Two kinds of boundary condition on the outer surface are studied. The xed
boundary condition is that the outer atoms are stationary. The xed boundary
condition is that the outer atoms are removed. For comparison of the thermal
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Figure 3.10: The temperature proles of SiNWs for three dierent lengths.
The black lines are linear tting to temperature data at center part. The tting
lines is to obtain temperature gradient without the eect of thermal boundary
resistances at two ends.
conductivities with xed and free boundary condition, the area of cross sec-
tion is 1:84 nm2 (2:5  2:5 unit cells2) instead of 2:654 nm2 in the following
calculations of thermal conductivity.
The temperature proles of SiNWs with three dierent lengths are shown
in Fig. 3.10 that . The temperature jumps at the thermal bath interfaces is
obvious , which is caused from the thermal boundary resistances(TBR). To
obtain the temperature gradient without the eect of TBR, the linear tting
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curve (the black lines in Fig.3.10 ) was calculated by the temperatures of atoms
at the cental part.
3.3.2 Dependence of Thermal Conductivity on Longi-
tudinal Length
The dependence of thermal conductivity on the length of SiNW is reported in
gure 3.11 . It is obvious that with the length increases, the thermal conduc-
tivity increases. This demonstrates that the thermal transport in SiNW does
not obey Fourier's law, even when the wire length is as long as 1:1 m . In the
description of thermal transport in solids, the phonon mean free path () is an
important physical concept. It is a characteristic length scale beyond which
phonons scattering and lose their phase coherence. The phonon scattering
is highly frequency dependent, which makes the calculation of the mean free
path uncertain. For instance, although simple Debye model leads to an esti-
mation of phonon mean free path in silicon at room temperature to be about
41 nm, more detailed dispersion model (a sine function approximation to each
acoustic-phonon polarization) show that the mean free path of these phonons
that carry heat is about 260 nm [121]. Moreover, using the phonon relaxation
time ( 10 ps) in SiNWs [43, 122, 123], and the group velocity of phonon as
6400 m/s [121], a value of  about 60 nm can be achieved. In spite of the large
discrepancy in published values for  (41-260 nm), the maximum SiNW length
(1:1 m) in our calculation is much longer than the phonon mean free path
of SiNW. In two- and three-dimensional systems, it gives Fourier's law when
the size of system is much larger than . However, our results demonstrate
that in SiNWs, the applicability of Fourier's law is broken even the length is
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much longer than the mean free path at room temperature. This is consistent
with the theoretical prediction and numerical results in low dimensional sys-
tem [5{14,16{18,40,41,61,124,125] and similar to the experimental results in
SWNTs [42].
In gure 3.11, the thermal conductivity diverges with the length as  / L
. Interestingly, it is worth pointing out that the length dependence of thermal
conductivity is dierent in dierent length regime. At room temperature, when
SiNW length is less than about 60 nm, the thermal conductivity increases with
the length close to linearly ( = 1). For the longer wire (L > 60 nm), the
diverged exponent reduces to 0:27. This critical length, 60 nm is in good agree-
ment with previous predicted value of mean free path which equals the phonon
relaxation time ( 10 ps) [43,122,123] times the group velocity of phonon ( 6400
m/s) [121]. There is weak coupling and interaction among phonons when the
length of SiNW is shorter than mean free path. Thus, the phonons transport
ballistically, like in harmonic system where no coupling among phonons and
thermal conductivity diverges linearly. This result coincides with the widely
accepted result based on kinetic theory [127]. However, when the length of
SiNW is longer than mean free path, there are much more vibration modes
survival in the system. The phonon-phonon scattering dominates the process
of phonon transport and the phonon cannot ow ballistically. Our result co-
incides with previous analytic and simulation results in 1D lattice. Wang and
Li have demonstrated that the thermal conductivity diverges with length with
the 1=3 power law ( = 1=3) when there is strong coupling in the system [16].
Moreover, In Lepri's results on 1D lattice at low temperature [18], the ther-
mal conductivity increased linearly ( = 1) with the system size for the shorter
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chain and the thermal conductivity diverges with the system size with  = 2=5
for the larger chain.
In addition, the diverged exponent  also depends on temperature. At
1; 000 K,  is only about 0:15 when L > 60 nm. The decrease of diverged
exponent can be understood as the following. In SiNWs at high temperature,
the displacement of atoms will be increased, which will induce more non-linear
eects, thus more phonon-phonon interaction, which can decrease the diverged
exponent [15].
So far we show the length dependent thermal conductivity of SiNWs with
xed boundary conditions on the outer surfaces. In addition to xed surface,
free boundary condition is a more realistic representation of a wire. However,
as the (100) surfaces are not stable [126], we use (110) surfaces to study the
thermal conductivity of SiNWs with free boundary condition on transverse
direction. The structure is shown in gure 1 in ref. [126]. The length dependent
thermal conductivity of SiNWs with free boundary conditions is shown in the
inset of gure 3.11. It is obvious that thermal conductivity diverges with
NW length. This demonstrates the violation of Fourier's law is a general
phenomenon in NW, regardless of boundary conditions.
It is worth pointing out that, as is clearly demonstrated by gure 3.11. The
nanowire with free (transverse) boundary condition has larger value of thermal
conductivity than the case with xed (transverse) boundary condition. The
value of divergent exponent, , is also larger in the case of free boundary
condition. The underlying mechanism is quite clear as the xed boundary
condition causes additional surface scattering which suppresses the thermal
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 TMD =300 K (Nose Hoover)
 TMD =300 K (Langevin)
 TMD =1000 K (Nose Hoover)
= 0.27 ±  0.01
Figure 3.11: The dependence of thermal conductivity of SiNWs on the longi-
tude length Lz at room temperature.
28Si NWs are along (100) direction with
cross sections of 3 3 unit cells2. The solid (red and pink) curve is the linear
tting curve. The lines of harmonic (linear), 1=3 law and 2=5 law are shown
for reference.
conductivity.
Then we study the energy diusion process in SiNWs. We rst thermalize
the system to an equilibrium state with temperature T0 (corresponds to energy
E0), then atoms in the middle layer (at the center along the longitudinal
direction) are given a much higher temperature T1 (higher kinetic energy).
The evolution of the energy prole along the chain is then recorded afterwards.




i=1(Ei;t   E0)(~ri;t   ~r0)2PN
i=1(Ei;t   E0)
; (3.11)
where Ei;t is the energy of atom i at time t, ~ri;t is the position of atom i at time t,
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Figure 3.12: The behavior of energy diusion in SiNWs at room temperature
and at 1000K. The length of SiNWs is 140 nm. Inset is the behavior of energy
diusion with free (transverse) boundary condition. Please refer to the con-
text for more discussion and comparison of connection between the anomalous
diusion and the anomalous heat conduction.
and ~r0 is the position of energy pulse at t = 0. To get rid of the inuence from
reection, periodic boundary condition along longitudinal direction is used.
Then the averaged energy prole spreads as h2(t)i / t, with 0    2,
where hi means the ensemble average over dierent realizations. To suppress
statistical uctuations, an ensemble average over 100 realizations is performed.
In gure 3.11 we show h2(t)i versus time in double logarithmic scale, so that
the slope of the curve gives the value of . With the NW length of 140 nm,
and at 300K and 1000K, respectively. According to the theory proposed by Li
and Wang [128], the exponent of diusion () is connected with the exponent
of thermal conductivity ( ) by
 = 2  2=: (3.12)
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This theory describes the physical connection between energy diusion
and thermal conductivity. For instance, in normal diusion,  = 1, then we
have  = 0, which means that the thermal conductivity is a size-independent
constant, this is what we have in bulk material. The phonon transports dif-
fusively, and the Fourier law is valid. However, in another extreme case, such
as the ballistic transport, we have  = 2, thus  = 1, namely the thermal
conductivity of the system is innite when the system goes to thermodynamic
limit. This is the case for one dimensional harmonic lattice. This is generally
believed when the system size is smaller than the mean free path. In another
case, if  < 1, which we call sub-diusion case, corresponds to  < 0, namely,
the thermal conductivity of the system goes to zero - the system is an insulator.
In the super diusion regime, namely  > 1, we obtain  > 0, which predicts
that the thermal conductivity increases as the length of the system increases.
This is what we observed in SiNWs. Using  = 1:15 (300K), 1:07 (1; 000K)
and 1:23 (300K with free transverse boundary), one obtains  = 0:26, 0:13
and 0:37 from Eq.(3.12) , which are very close to those values (0:27, 0:15 and
0:4, respectively) calculated directly. Our results demonstrate that the su-
per diusion is responsible for the length dependent thermal conductivity of
SiNWs.
3.4 Boundary Eect on Thermal Conductivity
To nd the dissimilarity of the ability to transfer energy between atoms close
to boundary and atoms near the center, we showed the dependence of heat
ux of atoms on their distance to the center of the cross-section of SiNW in
Fig. 3.13. A series squares with the same center and ascending side lengths
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 LZ = 556 nm
Figure 3.13: The eect of xed boundary on heat ux of atoms in SiNWs with
cross sections of 3 3 unit cells2 and length of 556 nm. Ls;i is the side length
of a series squares which is introduced in the above paragraph and shown in
gure 3.14. The average values of ux of atoms in the ith group are divided









Figure 3.14: The cross section of SiNWs. Five groups, from G1 to G5, are
partitioned by a series squares with the same center and ascending side lengths.
The atoms in the ith group were located between the (i   1)th and ith square.
The side length of the ith square was dened as Ls;i = i  Lu=2, where Lu was
lattice constant, 0:543 nm. The color of atoms denotes the value of heat ux.
The ability to transfer energy of red atoms is much bigger than that of blue
atoms which are closer to the boundary.(details in Fig. 3.13)
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were used to partition atoms into ve groups (Fig.3.14). We did average to
the uxes of atoms within the same group. Shown in Fig. 3.13, the value of
ux of atoms at the center were more than 5 times bigger than that of atoms
closest to boundary. The ability to transport energy of boundary atoms is
much decreased from boundary scattering.
To understand the dierent vibration modes of atoms, the phonon den-
sity of states (PDOS) spectra of central atoms and atoms closest to the xed
boundary were shown in Fig. 3.15 which were calculated as Eq.(??). The ve-
locity autocorrelation functions used in calculating PDOS spectra were shown
in Fig. 3.16. As shown in Fig. 3.15, the modes of central atoms were abundant
around 5 THz and 17 THz. On the contrary, the modes of atoms closest to
the xed boundary were conned in a shrink spread which is close to 12 THz.
The obvious dierence of spectra could be caused from that the xed bound-
ary would decrease the amplitude of vibrations of atoms close to boundary. A
small amplitude of vibrations corresponded to stronger harmonic component
of potential, which could result in the connement of modes and the decrease
of ux.
3.5 Summary
On summary of this chapter, the thermal conductivity of isotope-doped silicon
nanowires (SiNWs) was investigated by molecular dynamics simulation. It was
found that the thermal conductivity of SiNWs could be reduced exponentially
by isotopic defects at room temperature. The thermal conductivity reached
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Figure 3.15: The phonon density of states of central atoms (1st group) and
atoms closest to the xed boundary (5th group). The SiNW is along (100)
direction with cross sections of 3  3 unit cells and ten unit cells in the lon-
gitudinal direction (the lattice constant is 0:543 nm) at TMD = 300 K. Only
longitude direction was shown here, and the spectra in the other two transversal
directions were similar.
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Figure 3.16: The velocity autocorrelation function of central atoms (1st
group)and atoms closest to the xed boundary (5th group).
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fty percent isotope atoms. The thermal conductivity of isotopic-superlattice
structured SiNWs depended clearly on the period of superlattice. At a critical
period of 1:09 nm, the thermal conductivity was only 25% of the value of pure
28Si NW. An anomalous enhancement of thermal conductivity was observed
when the superlattice period was smaller than this critical length. The ultra-
low thermal conductivity of superlattice structured SiNWs was explained with
phonon spectrum theory.
The length dependence of thermal conductivity of SiNWs have been stud-
ied by using MD simulations. The thermal conductivity increases with NW
length up to 1:1 m. Our results demonstrate that the room temperature
thermal conductivity of individual SiNW does not obey Fourier's empirical
law of thermal conduction even when the NW length is much longer than the
phonon mean free path. When SiNW length is less than the phonon mean
free path (about 60 nm), there is weak interaction among phonons. Thus, the
phonons transport ballistically, and the thermal conductivity increases with
the length close to linearly. However, when the length of SiNW is much longer
than mean free path, there are more vibration modes survival in the system.
The phonon-phonon scattering dominates the process of phonon transport and
the phonon cannot ow ballistically. So the diverged exponent reduces. These
results coincide with previous theoretical predictions in 1D lattice models.
At last, the eect of boundary on thermal transfer was investigated. It was
found that the contribution to heat transfer by atoms close to boundary was
much smaller than that by atoms at the center because of the connement in
phonon modes. Our results show that SiNW is a promising platform to verify
phonon transportation mechanisms in low dimensional systems.
Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Works
This dissertation presents simulation studies of thermal transport in the quasi-
one dimensional silicon nanowires, one dimensional graded mass chains and
carbon nanocones. It aims to understand the fundamental phonon transport
phenomena in low dimensional structures which would be useful in the de-
sign and fabrication of nano-material-based thermoelectric devices, and ther-
mal rectiers and transistors. All results were obtained by applying classical
molecular dynamics simulations. This chapter will summarize the ndings and
discuss several directions for future work in these areas.
Thermal properties of 1D mass-graded harmonic and anharmonic lattices
were studied in this research. It was found that a temperature gradient was
built up in the 1D graded harmonic lattice chain due to the localization of high-
frequency gradon modes. The thermal conductivity diverged with the system
size linearly,  / N . In graded anharmonic lattices, the thermal conductivity
diverges with system size as  / N ; the value of  is independent of tempera-
ture for T  1:0 and boundary conditions. Thermal rectication and negative
dierential thermal resistance were observed in the graded anharmonic lattice.
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This is quite similar to the recent nanotube experiment [33], in which half of
the tube was gradually mass loaded on the surface with heavy molecules. As
the power spectra of the particles depend on not only the temperature but
also the mass, the spectra match well for the case of heavy particles with high
temperature and light particles with low temperature. On the other hand,
the spectra mismatch with each other in the case of light particles with high
temperature and heavy particles with low temperature. The mechanism of rec-
tication and NDTR may result from the match or mismatch of power spectra
of the particles. The results suggest that graded materials may be used as
thermal rectiers and thermal transistors.
The asymmetry properties in thermal transportation of homogeneous and
graded mass nanocones were studied. It was found that there was obvious ther-
mal rectication eect for this geometric graded nano-structure and the values
of rectication was bigger than experimental results for nanotubes which had
been gradually mass-loaded on the surface with heavy molecules. It was also
found that the low temperature, big temperature gradient and few particles
contact with heat bath could increase rectication eect. In these graded nano-
structures, the ballistic transport process, the separate bands in power spec-
trum and the overlap of bands together could induce the rectication eect.
The results indicate that there are thermal rectication eects in geometric
graded nano-structures. However, the size of structure studied here was only
14 nm in length, which was much smaller than the structure whose thermal
conductivity could be measured presently by experiment. Furthermore, the
low temperature and a few layers coupling with heat bath simulated in our
studies are obstacles for experiment realization.
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In contrast to the previous studies of thermal rectiers which usually have
three [24] or two coupled segments [25, 26, 28{31], the 1D graded chains and
nanocones are able to control the heat current by itself. More important
for graded structures, it is able to control the heat current without on-site
potential which is required in previous models [24{26,28{31]. This may make
the realization of high rectication in experiment easier. Bigger graded nano-
structures should be simulated to compare directly with experimental results.
Ultra-low thermal conductivity of SiNWs was obtained by isotopic doping.
Two kinds of methods have been used to reduce thermal conductivities. The
rst method was random doping NW structure. The random doping can lead
to a large scale decrease of thermal conductivity of SiNW, even with only two
percent isotopic atom. The second method was isotopic doping in superlat-
tice structure. The superlattice structure was able to reduce the conductivity
signicantly, which should be the result of the mismatch in DOS spectra of dif-
ferent mass layers. It was interesting that the thermal conductivity increased
anomalously when the superlattice period length was smaller than a critical
value (1:09 nm in SiNWs). This is probably due to the fact that there were
collective vibrations of dierent mass layers in isotope-superlattice structured
SiNWs when superlattice period was smaller than this critical value. There-
fore, the collective vibrations should result in large overlap in DOS spectra
which can enlarge the thermal conductivity. The mass eect on conductivity
was obvious. The heavier isotope atoms (42Si) can decrease conductivity much
more than the lighter ones (29Si). This is consistent with the idea that to in-
crease ZT , the only way to reduce without aecting S and  is to use heavier
atoms [60]. To estimate the value of ZT , calculating the exact value of S and
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 of the doped nanowires is needed. The remarkable isotopic eect observed
in this work shows an ecient approach to the decrease of SiNWs' thermal
conductivity.
The results of decreasing thermal conductivity SiNWs by isotopic doping
suggest the exciting prospect that SiNWs could be applied as novel nano scale
thermoelectric materials. Further eorts should be carried out in obtaining
the value of ZT of isotopic doped SiNWs, which need to calculate the Seebeck
coecient and electronic conductivity of isotopic doped SiNWs.
The size eect along the longitude direction on the thermal conductivity
of SiNWs was also studied. It was shown that Fourier's law was violated in
SiNWs, even when the length much longer than the mean free path. The
eect of boundary on thermal transfer was observed. It was found that the
contribution to heat transfer by atoms close to boundary was much smaller
than that by atoms at the center. In the future, the size eect along the
transverse direction on the thermal conductivity of SiNWs and the the thermal
conductivities for dierent temperature should be studied.
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